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Pliers Family Overview
KNIPEX Pliers
The world’s leading pliers brand, KNIPEX focuses on quality, performance, and setting
the pace for product innovations. We offer the following KNIPEX pliers:

Combination Pliers
Combination pliers, or combi pliers,
combine the basic functions of gripping and cutting in one tool. The cutting
edges are suitable for cutting wire,
nails, and smaller cables. The serrated
gripping jaws hold flat parts and small
tools tightly. The burner hole is suitable
for gripping and turning items.

Gripping Pliers
These pliers are designed for finer gripping and manipulating. Rubberized
handles ensure a comfortable grip.

Water Pump Pliers
These pliers are designed to provide an
infinite variable adjustment of gripping
capacity. They are suitable for gripping large and small items, regardless
of whether they are round, square, or
hexagonal.

Cutting Pliers

Wire Stripping Pliers & Tools
These tools are suitable for stripping insulation from a variety of wires.
Anti-slip ergonomic handles provide for
user comfort and safety.

KNIPEX cutting pliers are designed for
exceptional cutting capacity and to
provide better handling. These pliers are
available for a variety of applications,
including electronics and for cutting
plastics and bolts.

Shears, Crimpers & Circlip Pliers
We offer shears for cutting copper and
aluminum, tools for crimping insulated
and non-insulated terminals, as well as
pliers for fitting circlips into bores and
shafts.

Safety Precautions
Inspect each tool BEFORE every use to ensure that it is in proper condition and not damaged.
Avoid risks for yourself and others by making sure your work environment is safe. Avoid working in dark or unlit areas.
Always wear appropriate and approved eye and hand protection.
NEVER modify or alter tools in any way.
Only use pliers for their intended purpose:
• Do not use pliers on nuts and bolts. Never use them in place of a wrench or screwdriver.
• Do not use pliers as a hammer.
• Ensure your pliers are appropriately sized for the job at hand.
• Protect pliers from rain, snow, and excessive heat. This will prevent problems such as rust and tool deformation.
• Oil pliers periodically; a drop of light machine oil at the hinge will lengthen tool life and ensure ease of operation.
• Always ensure that the jaws are clean and teeth are sharp before each use.
• Power off equipment before cutting wires/cables.
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Pliers Product Features
Long cutting edges for
greater cutting versatility

Slim head design for greater
accessibility in tight spaces

High-grade special tool steel

Surface treated for optimum
corrosion resistance

Fast and comfortable
adjustment by pushing
a button

Thin head is perfect for working in
confined or hard to reach areas

Ergonomic slip-resistant handles

High leverage design for greater
cutting power

Multi-component comfort grip handles
provide a slip-resistant,
high-friction grip

Durable self-locking jaws
prevent workpiece slippage
Polished edges

Multiple adjustment positions
ensure that the correct
capacity is reached every time
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Built-in pinch guard protects
against blood blisters
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